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Vendors have been asked to rank their dog’s level of experience for three 
categories. These rankings have been listed with the following codes: 
 

1. Working description (all dogs are expected to have worked sheep) 
 

a. Yard = Y 
b. Paddock = P 
c. Cattle = C 
d. All-round = A 

 
2. Training 
 

a. Started working = S/W 
b. Early training = E/T 
c. Moderately trained = M/T 
d. Fully trained = F/T 
 

3. Farm/station working experience 
 

a. Limited = LIM 
b. Moderate = MOD 
c. Capable = CAP 
d. Very experienced = V/E  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Wagga Yard Dog Club 

Working Dog Auction Catalogue 



 
 
 

 Please ensure that you have a bidding number 
before the auction begins. 

 GST will be added to the sale price, except in the 
case that the Vendor is listed as not registered 
for GST.  

 Wagga Yard Dog Club will issue a tax invoice at 
the time of payment. 

 Accounts must be paid on the day of the auction. 
Payment types accepted - EFTPOS, cheque or 
cash. 

 At the fall of the hammer, the dog then becomes 
the responsibility of the buyer. 

 The Wagga Yard Dog Club takes no 
responsibility for the information provided in this 
catalogue.  Please approach vendors if you 
require more information. 

 
 
 
 

Directions  
 
Euberta Hall grounds,  
Take the Old Narrandera Road (first left off the Olympic 
Highway after Gobba Bridge north of Wagga). About 17 
kms on Old Narrandera Road to Eurberta. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
LOT 1  A/C Anthony Quinn 
  Mack 

Black kelpie. 5 mths. Just started pup. 
 
RANKING –   LIM – Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 2  A/C Alan Rutter 
  Fred 

Black and tan dog.  6 mths.  Station bred, started pup.  Free bark, 
nice touch of eye and balance.  Early training, sides developing, 
will make very good all-round dog. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 3  A/C John Peters 
  Ashville Chick 

Bitch. 9 mths. DOB:  19/11/19.  Reg:  66265  S:  Mumgaroo x D: 
Westdale Flo II.  Chick has started basic training with sheep, 
casting both ways, drawing and holding sheep.  She is a keen, 
strong, natural bitch with lots of ability.  Parents proven workers. 
 
RANKING –   LIM - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 4  A/C Steve Condell 
  Condover Hennie 

Black & tan bitch. 9 mths. DOB:  24/10/19.  S:  Kellerslea Harry 
(Punk x Democa Tess)  x D:  Condover Queenie (Coogee Ace x 
station bred Molly).    Friendly young bitch.  Started on sheep and 
showing some good skills.  Will make handy all-rounder with 
further training and work. 
 
RANKING –   LIM – Y P  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 5  A/C  David Brown 
  Karana Ash Barty 

Bitch.  11 mths.  Barclay’s Rolly x Karana Amba.  Athletic bitch 
with good length and long legs.  Keen and showing a combination 
of good cover and force on stock.  Showing bark in the yards and 
looking to back.  Strong walk in with nose bite potential.  Young, 
but predicted to be an excellent bitch with breeding potential. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST  



 
 
 
LOT 6  A/C Neville Williams 
  Diesel 

Black and tan dog.  15 mths.  All-rounder – paddock or yard, he’s 
a big casting dog and will stay off his stock unless whistled in.  
Diesel is a natural paddock dog capable of moving large mobs, 
he’s leggy and covers ground quickly.  His yard work is 
exceptional and will top knot in the race.  Diesel will stop and sit 
by whistle or command, his sides are solid with heaps of cover 
and come forward, he has a good stop and willing call off (whistle, 
verbal and hand commands).  Diesel is a big strong dog with a lot 
of presence.  He’s been educated on sheep (some goat but no 
cattle).  Rides a quad or runs out.  This young dog is very 
biddable and has a strong work ethic with plenty of ability and 
he’s work ready now.  
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P G - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
 
LOT 7  A/C Hamish Abra 
  Gus 

Black and tan dog. 12 mths.  DOB:  1/8/19.   By Peppercorn Grit 
(S:  Capree Blue, D:  Peppercorn Pinkie) out of a station bred 
bitch.  Started to work at a young age, brought on slowly, very 
keen to work, covers sheep well.  Getting a good stop and a good 
sit on him.  Starting to back sheep.  Jumps on the ute and rides 
quad well.  Been around horses, good with the whip.  Will be a 
very handy dog as he matures. 
 
RANKING –   CAP -  Y P G C  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
 
LOT 8  A/C Neale Taylor 
  Gilescreek Rum 

Red and tan dog.  12 mths.  DOB:   28/08/19.  Not WKC reg.  
Backs and barks on command.  Stop.  A lot of the foundation 
work has been done on this young dog.  Will develop into a good 
yard or truck dog.  Video available on Giles Creek Kelpies 
Facebook page. 
 
RANKING –   LIM - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
LOT 9  A/C Neville Williams 
  Pontie 

Black and tan dog.  18 mths.  WKC registered.  Pontie is trained 
to his age and has a very solid foundation.  His outside work 
improves as he matures.  Has solid commands both sides, plenty 
of come forward with a stop and willing call off.  Has whistle, 
verbal and hand commands.  Pontie is clean when backing and 
when pushing through he has an occasional nose bite.  He’s been 
educated on sheep (some goat work but no cattle).  Rides a quad 
or runs out.  This young dog has a strong work ethic with plenty of 
ability and is ready to go to work on his own or part of a team. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y G - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
LOT 10 A/C David Brown 
  Wyreema Lawson 

Dog.  13 mths.  Pedigree – Wyreema Turbo III x Brundah Denver.  
Young dog, keen to work but no experience yet.  Showing 
promise in the yard, with inclination to back and come in on his 
stock.  Balancing well, comes off his stock easily.  Well socialised, 
good manners and ready to be introduced to commercial work. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 11 A/C Rob Neale 
  Tex 

Black and tan dog.  15 mths.  Out of Barclay’s Tiny and by 
Coogee Trouper.  Exceptional dog, works sheep, cattle and 
goats.  Backs, barks and pen up sheep, then turn around and 
muster cattle.  Good natured dog with a lot of heart.  Easy to 
control and a pleasure to work.  A dog bred for the job; will go 
above and beyond for you.  Tex is a tough young dog that will 
make a cracker all-rounder. 
. 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 12 A/C Simon Hartwich 
  Flash 

Black and tan dog.  15 mths.  All ground work done, ready to 
break in.  Showing to be a nice paddock style dog with plenty of 
force when needed.  Could make a good cow dog. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y P   - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 



 
 
LOT 13 A/C  Scott Jones   

Carrascott Tip 
Black and white bitch. 19 mths (24/12/18).  Sire – Trewina Zac, 
Dam – Marista Mace.  Well trained, obedient dog that is eager to 
please.  Capable in paddock and yard.  Silent worker with plenty 
of potential. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P   - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
LOT 14 A/C Nathan Keir 
  Spec 

Dog.  20 mths: DOB:  27/05/2018, Kelpie, Coolie, Huntaway 
cross.  Nice easy dog to work, has been worked on a small mob 
regularly and only a few goes on farm.  At sale yards showing 
huge potential. 
 
RANKING –  LIM  - Y P - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST  
 
LOT 15 A/C Matt Whitley 
  Woodridge Checker 

Black and tan dog. 20 mths.  Gilescreek Tubby x Hatcreek Annie.  
Developing into genuine all-rounder, casting well in paddock, has 
sides, stop, back and barks on command in yards.  Checker is a 
good natured dog with a solid temperament.  WKC rego pending. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 16 A/C Brad Lawrence 
  Cass 

Black and tan bitch.  21 mths.   Cass is a good natured bitch with 
good stop, sides and barks on command.  Good backing bitch 
that’s very keen when backing a race.  Been used in small 
paddocks and is good on a mob. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y P  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST  
 
LOT 17 A/C Anthony Quinn 
  Deadly 

Black kelpie dog.  2 yrs. Deadly is a good yard dog only.  He 
backs and barks freely.  He has sides.  Good nature and 
temperament. 
 
RANKING –   CAP – Y - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 



LOT 18 A/C Roy Bradshaw 
  Jack (1) 

Black and tan dog. 2 yrs.  Jack shows all the qualities of a very 
handy dog.  Has the capability of working both sheep and cattle in 
the paddock and also can work yard, truck and shed, as he works 
well in a closed in area.  Is strong backing with barking on 
command.  Has good cast with good stop on command. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P C - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 19 A/C Ben Coster 
  Wandabar  Ida 

Black and tan bitch. 2 yrs.  Good young bitch ready to go to work, 
has done yard and shed work on big mobs.  Backs and barks and 
loves to work.  Easy to handle and great to have around.  Half-
brother, Wantabar Bowie, topped 2018 sale for $12,800.  Coogee 
Trooper x Coopendale Lucy. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 20 A/C Hayden Guest 
  Digga 

Black and tan dog.  2 yrs.  Digga is a sensitive type of dog and 
would be best suited to someone patient and has predominantly 
sheep work.  Still needs more confidence built. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y P  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST  
 
LOT 21 A/C Lucy Sellers 
  Alfie 

Dog. 2.2 yrs.  The complete package.  Has had 12 month’s work.  
A powerful stock mover that is easy to control.  Works from horse, 
buggy, bike, ute.  Works sheep or cattle, yards and paddock. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C   - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 22 A/C Roy Bradshaw 
  Jack (2) 

Black and tan dog. 2 yrs.   Jack can efficiently work both cattle 
and sheep in the shed and yard, however, is best performed in 
paddock work as he can cast out long distances and can handle 
stock in large areas.  Jack (2) also can back and bark with force. 
Has trained stop and bark on command. 
 
RANKING –  CAP  - Y P C - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 



LOT 23 A/C Chris McRae 
  Cass 

Black and white bitch. 2 yrs.  Border Collie.  Works both sheep 
and cattle. 
 
RANKING –  MOD  - Y P C - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 24 A/C Steve Condell 
  Kellie 

Black and tan bitch. 2 yrs. Station bred.  Very forceful in yard, lots 
of bark.  Limited backing.  Has worked at Wagga Saleyards.  
Plenty of go, suit yard only.  
 
RANKING –   MOD - Y  - E/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 25 A/C Hamish Abra 
  Lyn 

Bitch. 2.5 yrs.  Station bred.  Came to us as a started bitch on 
cattle.  Loves to get to the lead.  Been introduced to sheep and 
working well.  Better on a bigger mob (500-600) works well with 
other dogs.  Showing good eye and style.  Suited more to 
paddock.  Has done big days on the farm, had a week on the road 
droving cattle. 
 
RANKING –   CAP - Y P C  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 26 A/C Clancy Stone 
  Des 

Black and tan dog.  2.5 yrs.  Easy to handle, versatile dog with 
plenty of station/feedlot miles under his belt.  Strong and forceful 
when required, free backing and barking and happy to push 
through tight spaces, comfortable with rams.  Good distance, 
cover and break outside, natural stop and rates stock well.  Solid 
commands include sides, sit, stop, walk up and speak up.  Well 
behaved dog in the camp. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C G  - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST 
 
LOT 27 A/C Clynton Rixon 
  Reg 

Black and tan dog.  2.5 yrs. Reg is a strong yard and shed worker 
with his free barking and backing.  His outside work is tidy when 
pushing or bringing stock to you.  Reg is easy to work. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P  - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   



 
 
LOT 28 A/C James Fowler 
  Nomak Meg 

Black and tan bitch.  2.9 yrs.  An exceptional brood bitch who has 
proven herself in all aspects.  Works for multiple handlers, male 
and female.  Her one litter of eight pups are all showing Meg’s 
natural hard working traits. 
 
RANKING –   V/E   - Y P -  F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price________________ + GST   
 
 
LOT 29 A/C Damien Roach 
  Ironbark Echo 

Black and tan bitch.  3 yrs.  Limited station work.  More suited to 
paddock.  Good sit, stop and call off.  Has got sides.  Very natural 
dog that needs some time put into her. 
 
RANKING –   LIM   - Y  - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
 
LOT 30 A/C John Peters 
  Ashville Jules 

Bitch. 3 yrs. DOB:  7/1/17.  S:  Backenbark Steel x D: Peejay 
Jade (51189).  Jules has done sheep and cattle work, droving, 
worked with vehicle, not whip shy.  Sire is trial winner, Dam 
extremely good station bitch (not horse friendly). 
 
RANKING –   CAP - Y P C - M/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 
LOT 31 A/C Darcy Kilmartin 
  Tess 

Black and tan bitch.  3 yrs.  WKC registered.  Karana x 
AKennedy.  Great all round bitch, a pleasure to work.  Will go all 
day  Sides, stop, back and some bark.  Only being sold to make 
room for younger dogs.  Very happy to give on farm demo. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C  - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LOT 32 A/C Neale Taylor 
  Gilescreek Roy 

Black and tan dog. 3 yrs. DOB:  5/8/17.  WKC reg.  Sire:  Ironbar 
Gus x D:  Broken River Alley.  Roy has a great nature, very 
friendly.  He has been my main dog at Wagga Saleyards for 15 
months.  Roy is a genuine work dog.  Backs and barks, good sit, 
good sides, very easy dog to control.  Fully trained in yard, shed 
and truck.  Moderately trained in paddock.  Placed 2nd in Novice 
Yard Trial at Forbes and placed 2nd at Euroa. Roy is a genuine 
sheep dog.  Video available on Giles Creek Kelpies Facebook 
page. 
 
RANKING –   CAP - Y - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
LOT 33 A/C Peri Chappell 
  GoGetta Fat Boy (Juice) 

Red dog. 3.3 yrs.  Juice is an exceptional all-rounder.  Forceful, 
strong yard dog who is free backing and barks on command.  
Searching cast in the paddock, works from ute/bike/buggy.  
Experienced in all aspects of farm work, Juice has also done 
miles on a sheep dip and contract yard work.  Has successfully 
yard dog trialled with several novice placings. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C  - F/T 

 
 Buyer___________________________Price______________________   
 
LOT 34 A/C Nick Foster 
  Koonama Drake 

Black and tan dog.  4.8 yrs.   Very experienced station dog, more 
suited to yard, happy to drive stock, very free backing, bark, top 
knot, strong forward, works outside of race and will catch fly 
blown sheep.  Works with muzzle.  Very well bred, open yard dog.  
Well mannered dog that is great to work with, knows his job and is 
a pleasure to have around. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  -  Y P C  - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________ 
 
LOT 35 A/C John Peters 
  Peppercorn Grit 

Dog. 6 yrs. DOB:  25/04/2014.  WKC reg 60510.  S:  Capree Blue 
III, D:  Peppercorn Pinky.  Grit is extremely well bred, retained two 
daughters, limited trialling.  Done lots of station work, breaking in 
weaners, droving, sheep work.  Eager to work and please, suit 
anyone. 
 
RANKING –  V/E  - Y P C - F/T 
 

 Buyer___________________________Price______________________  
 
 



 
 
Vendor  List 
 

Hamish Abra   0428 449 579 

Roy Bradshaw  0497 600 163 

David Brown   0455 967 323 

Peri Chappell  0422 043 080 

Steve Condell  0427 200 298 

Ben Coster   0407 844 230 

Nick Foster   0417 522 513 

James Fowler  0417 133 826 

Hayden Guest  0418 222 529 

Simon Hartwich  0409 172 075 

Scott Jones   0448 592 191 

Nathan Keir   0407 222 563 

Darcy Kilmartin  0413 280 074 

Brad Lawrence  0437 085 970 

Chris McRae   0428 764 211 

Rob Neale   0407 611 749 

John Peters   0427 773 960 

Anthony Quinn  0427 276 634 

Clynton Rixon  0427 690 653 

Damien Roach  0427 253 250 

Alan Rutter   02 6947 3192  

Lucy Sellers   0408 193 162 

Clancy Stone   0488 904 093 

Neale Taylor   0402 325 210 

Matt Whitley   0427 362 092 

Neville Williams  0437 400 000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WAGGA YARD DOG  
Standard Terms and Conditions of sale. 

 

1. A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for 
sale by auction. 
 

2. A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction. 
 

3. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the 
hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, 
the highest bidder shall be the buyer.  

 
4. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that 

right is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to 
State law.  

 
5. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in 

accordance with these terms and conditions, the auctioneer decides to put 
the lot up again following a default.  

 
6. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the 

amount at which the lot has been sold.  
 

7. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the 
successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The 
auctioneer’s decision is final.  

 
8. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s 

opinion, is not in the best interests of the vendor and need not give reasons 
for doing so.  

 
9.  A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the 

bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on 
behalf of another person. 

 
10. The successful bidder at auction must give to the auctioneer at the fall of 

the hammer: a) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or  
 

b) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made. 
 

11. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be 
exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the 
fall of the hammer for those sales subject to GST. 
 

12. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which 
includes the requirements of State law, any dog knocked down to that 
buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots 
and manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without 
notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss 
and expense suffered by the vendor arising out of a re-sale and is not 
entitled to any resulting profit. 



 
13. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase 

price in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required 
prior to collection of any dog by the buyer. 

 
14. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that 

person has signed the Buyer Registration Form, accepted these terms and 
conditions and made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for 
payment for the dog purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are 
inadvertently accepted, delivery of any dog shall not be given until the 
purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is 
accordingly negatived as far as possible.  

 
15. Each buyer acknowledges and agrees that:- 

a) all dogs sold are open for inspection by appointment prior to the date of 
the auction, on the day of the auction and will be used in a 
demonstration on the day of the auction; 

b) each buyer has had an adequate time to view and inspect any dog 
purchased prior to the date of the auction; 

c) they accept the dog in its condition and level of training, which is 
evident on the day of the auction and are sold with all faults, if any; 

d) all dogs are purchased at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the 
fall of the hammer; 

e) all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby 
excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows; and 

f) no compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, lack of 
training, misrepresentation and/or any errors of description. 

 
16. The buyer has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (including 

death) of any dog once it has been collected from the vendor. 
 

17. The buyer agrees that is shall not rely on any statements made by the 
auctioneer whether in writing or orally as to the description of any level of 
training of any dog and the Wagga Yard Dog Club shall not be liable for any 
loss, damage, claim, cost or expense that may arise in any way as a result 
of the sale of any dog at the Wagga Dog Auction.  

 
18. These terms and conditions do not render the Wagga Yard Dog Club liable 

to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the Wagga 
Yard Dog Club any right the buyer may have against the vendor or 
otherwise. 

 
19. The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the 

purpose of selling the dogs comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement 
between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of 
advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise 
of the sale ring, the auction facility and the surrounding environments. 
Neither the auctioneer or Wagga Yard Dog Club shall be liable to the 
vendor for any loss, damage, claim, cost or expense that may arise in any 
way as a result of the sale of any dog at the Wagga Dog Auction. 

 
20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its 

representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is 
received, the buyer:  
a) does not acquire title to the dog; 



b) holds the dog as bailee only for the vendor;  
c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor; 
d) must store the dog separately or so that it is not in contact with any 

other dog owned by the buyer;  
e) is responsible for the safety and well-being of the dog and shall be 

liable for any injury, death or loss or damage caused by the buyer 
possessing the dog; and 

f) agrees that the vendor or its agent may repossess and resell the dog 
and enter property owned or occupied by the buyer or its representative 
if necessary to do so. 
 

21. The buyer indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, damage, 
costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the 
agent or any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights 
under clauses 20. 
 

22. The buyer understands and agrees that interest may be charged at the rate 
of 12% per annum on any amounts which remain owing by the buyer at any 
time from the time of the auction. 

 
23. The buyer and the vendor acknowledge that the Property, Stock and 

Business Agents Act 2002 (NSW) sets out that:- 
a) It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 

2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive 
practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive 
practice to do any of the following: 
i. to abstain from bidding; or 
ii. to bid to a limited extent only; or  
iii. to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition. 

b) Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive 
practices.  

 


